BOOK-LIST FOR GEOGRAPHY (OPTIONAL)

PAPER-I

SECTION-A PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY:-

1. GEOMORPHOLOGY:-
   • PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY – STRAHLER & STRAHLER*
   • PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY – MADE SIMPLE (RUPA PUBLICATION)
   • PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY – BUNETT* (IN DIAGRAMS)
   • NCERT (11TH STD.)—KRISHAN LAL JOSHI

2. CLIMATOLOGY
   • PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY – STRAHLER & STRAHLER*
   • NCERT (11TH STD.) – KRISHAN LAL JOSHI
   • PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY – MADE SIMPLE (RUPA PUBLICATION)

3. OCEANOGRAPHY
   • PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY – STRAHLER & STRAHLER*
   • NCERT (11TH STD.) – KRISHAN LAL JOSHI

4. BIOGEOGRAPHY
   • PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY – NEBEL & WRIGHT
   • PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY – MADE SIMPLE (RUPA PUBLICATION)

5. ENVIRONMENTAL GEOGRAPHY
   • ENVIRONMENTAL GEOGRAPHY – NEBEL & WRIGHT
   • ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY -- HINDU
   • DOWN TO EARTH & TERRA GREEN -- MAGAZINE,

SECTION-B

1. PERSPECTIVE HUMAN GEOGRAPHY
   • GEOGRAPHICAL THOUGHT – R.D.DIKSHIT
   • FUNDAMENTAL OF GEOGRAPHICAL THOUGHT - S.ADHIKARI

2. ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY
   • ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY – LEON & MORGAN
   • ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY – HERTSHORNE & ALEXANDER*
   • ECONOMIC & SOCIAL GEOGRAPHY – MADE SIMPLE (RUPA PUBLICATION)

3. POPULATION & SETTLEMENT GEOGRAPHY
   • AN INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN GEOGRAPHY - RUBENSTEIN
   • HUMAN GEOGRAPHY - NELSON & GABLER
   • URBANIZATION & URBAN SYSTEM IN INDIA – RAMACHANDRAN*
   • ECONOMIC & SOCIAL GEOGRAPHY – MADE SIMPLE (RUPA PUBLICATION)

4. REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY
   • REGIONAL PLANNING – CHAND & PURI
   • MONTHLY MAGAZINE : YOJANA & KURUKSHETRA

5. MODEL, THEORIES & LAWS IN HUMAN GEOGRAPHY
• ECONOMIC & SOCIAL GEOGRAPHY – MADE SIMPLE (RUPA PUBLICATION)
• AN INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN GEOGRAPHY - RUBENSTEIN

PAPER-II

SECTION-A GEOGRAPHY OF INDIA
1. PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
   • GEOGRAPHY OF INDIA – KHULLAR / INDIA YEAR BOOK
   • NCERT (10TH STD.) -- BHALCHANDRA
   • NCERT (12TH STD.) -- BHALCHANDRA
2. RESOURCES
   • GEOGRAPHY OF INDIA – NCERT
   • INDIAN ECONOMY -- DUTT & SUNDRAM
     • ECONOMIC SURVEY REPORT (GOVT.OF INDIA)
     • MONTHLY MAGAZINE : YOJANA & KURUKSHETRA
3. AGRICULTURE
   • INDIAN ECONOMY -- DUTT & SUNDRAM
   • INDIA YEAR BOOK -- PUBLICATION DIVISON
   • MONTHLY MAGAZINE : YOJANA & KURUKSHETRA
4. INDUSTRY
   • INDIAN ECONOMY -- DUTT & SUNDRAM
   • INDIAN YEAR BOOK -- PUBLICATION DIVISON
   • INDUSTRY SURVEY -- HINDU PUBLICATION
   • KURUKSHETRA & YOJANA -- MONTHLY MAGAZINE
5. TRANSPORT, COMMUNICATION & TRADE
   • INDIAN ECONOMY -- DUTT & SUNDRAM
   • INDIA YEAR BOOK -- PUBLICATION DIVISON
   • KURUKSHETRA & YOJANA -- MONTHLY MAGAZINE

SECTION-B
1. CULTURAL SETTING
   • HUMAN GEOGRAPHY-- S. ADHIKARI
   • GEOGRAPHY OF POPULATION -- R. C. CHANDRA*
   • NCERT (10TH & 12TH STD.) -- BALACHANDRA
2. SETTLEMENT
   • HUMAN GEOGRAPHY -- S. ADHIKARI
   • URBANIZATION & URBAN SYSTEM IN INDIA -- RAMACHANDRAN
3. REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT & PLANING
   • REGIONAL PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT -- CHAND & PURI
   • INDIA YEAR BOOK INDIAN ECONOMY -- DUTT & SUNDRAM
4. **POLITICAL ASPECT**
SUBJECT IS CONTEMPORARY IN NATURE (NEWSPAPER & CLASS NOTES SHOULD BE REFERRED)

5. **CONTEMPORARY ISSUES**
- ENVIRONMENTAL GEOGRAPHY-- NEBEL & WRIGHT
- INDIAN DISASTERS -- REPORT
- DOWN TO EARTH -- FOTHNIGHT WEEKLY
- ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY-- HINDU PUBLICATION

ORIENT BLACKSWAN/OXFORD INDIA ATLAS  NATMO ATLAS FOR MAP QUESTION
*ADDITIONAL REFERENCES
"CLASS NOTES IS TO BE NECESSARILY REFERRED FOR ALL THE TOPICS"